
PLATFORM ZOOM

VIRTUAL INSTRUCTOR-LED

REGISTER BY: 29 JULY 2022

04 AUGUST 2022

9AM-1PM AST

$101 USD

FORMAT

DATE

TIME

COST

Incorporate a multi-faceted leadership philosophy that will
significantly impact the lives of the people they lead.

Dissect their current leadership dilemmas through a structured
and measurable framework.

Broaden the lens through which they view the leadership
competencies of others.

Implement tools to improve their own leadership abilities.

Learning Objectives
MEET YOUR FACILITATORS

A Force Of Nurture

For more information visit  massylearninginstitute.com

Audra Mitchell

Expectations of 
A Massy Leader 

A signature course backed by the cumulative
experience of the Massy Group, this interactive
workshop explains and explores the five tenets of
this time-tested leadership model. Participants
will gain insight into how they lead personally and
professionally, identify opportunities for
improvement, and gain tools and concepts 
for mastery.

TARGET AUDIENCE: ALL PEOPLE LEADERS

Earl Boodasingh

Register Today with your Supervisor/Manager



A Force Of Nurture

For more information visit  massylearninginstitute.com

Understand the inputs and purpose of financial statements.

Understand the role of non-finance professionals and non-finance
departments in the production of these statements. 

PLATFORM ZOOM

VIRTUAL INSTRUCTOR-LEDFORMAT

Understand the principles of accounting.

Interpret financial statements and calculate accounting ratios.

Develop an appreciation for cash flows and understand how to
prepare cash flow forecasts.

Learning Objectives

Aaisha Martin

REGISTER BY: 29 JULY 2022

04 & 05 AUGUST 2022

9AM-1PM AST

$202 USD

DATE

TIME

COST

MEET YOUR FACILITATOR

Finance for 
Non-Finance
Professionals

Financial knowledge benefits everyone. Aimed
at non-financial professionals, this practical
programme will help supplement your
knowledge quickly. Through this practical
workshop, you will learn how to apply financial
knowledge to your day-to-day operations,
analyse the historical performance of financial
reports, and forecast financial performance —
ultimately acquiring tools to accelerate
business performance. 

TARGET AUDIENCE: ALL LEVELS OF THE ORGANISATION

Understand financial performance and capital requirements.

Evaluate the financial health of your company. 

Register Today with your Supervisor/Manager

Learn how to use financial statements in decision-making, budgeting
and forecasting.



Understand the impact of communication in creating an engaging
work environment. 

Identify the critical importance of diversity management in the pursuit
of organisational objectives.

PLATFORM ZOOM

VIRTUAL INSTRUCTOR-LEDFORMAT

A Force Of Nurture

For more information visit  massylearninginstitute.com

Examine the generations at work along with their similarities and
differences. 

Discover strategies for identifying and resolving conflict.

Explore strategies for building trust and managing relationships.

Learning Objectives

Curt Wellington

REGISTER BY: 03 AUGUST 2022

08 & 09 AUGUST 2022

9AM-1PM AST

$202 USD

DATE

TIME

COST

MEET YOUR FACILITATOR

Bridging the
Generational Gap

In today's workforce, there are four generations

working in the same space. While we are all faced

with managing differences, it can at times be a

difficult process. Register for this two-day

programme where you will learn how to overcome

the generation gap differences to improve

communication, resolve conflict and understand

how to effectively manage diversity. 

TARGET AUDIENCE: ALL PEOPLE LEADERS 

Examine the approaches to effectively manage diversity in the
workplace. 



Differentiate between Emotional Intelligence (EI) and Intelligence
Quotient (IQ).

Familiarise yourself with the EQ –i 2.0 report, and begin to interpret
the report and its implications.

A Force Of Nurture

For more information visit  massylearninginstitute.com

Demonstrate a clear understanding of emotional intelligence. 

Demonstrate a deeper understanding of the 15 skills required to
develop Emotional Intelligence.

Make connections between mental models and current thoughts,
attitudes and behaviours.

Learning Objectives

Hulsie Bhaggan

PLATFORM ZOOM

VIRTUAL INSTRUCTOR-LED

REGISTER BY: 02 AUGUST 2022

09, 10 & 11 AUGUST 2022

8:30AM-12:30PM AST

$318 USD

FORMAT

DATE

TIME

COST

MEET YOUR FACILITATOR

Emotional
Intelligence

Emotion is instrumental. It shapes the way we act,

react, and impact the people around us. In this

programme, you will improve your self-awareness,

more healthily manage stress, turn conflict into

collaboration, while building resilience, optimism,

and sustaining your relationships with others in

the workplace.

TARGET AUDIENCE: ALL LEVELS OF THE ORGANISATION

Internalise the steps and processes key to strengthening Emotional
Intelligence.

Develop a personal action plan based on needs identified in the 
EQ-I 2.0 report and based on insights gained during sessions.



Appreciate the benefits and importance of incorporating
business continuity into operational planning.

A Force Of Nurture

For more information visit  massylearninginstitute.com

Understand the key aspects and concepts of basic continuity.

Examine various incidents and situations that can impact your
organisation.

Learning Objectives

Marise Johncilla

PLATFORM ZOOM

VIRTUAL INSTRUCTOR-LED

REGISTER BY: 08 AUGUST 2022

 11 AUGUST 2022

9AM-12NOON AST

$87 USD

FORMAT

DATE

TIME

COST

MEET YOUR FACILITATOR

Business
Continuity

Explore the essentials of Business Continuity

Management in this introductory workshop. 

You will examine business continuity concepts,

understand the importance of building

operational resilience to withstand operational

impacts, and identify tools and strategies to

ensure you and your organization are equipped 

 to weather any circumstance. 

TARGET AUDIENCE: ALL LEVELS OF THE ORGANISATION



Understand the relevance and benefits of having a Customer
Relationship Management system. 

A Force Of Nurture

For more information visit  massylearninginstitute.com

Define Customer Relationship Management.

Identify the steps in the Customer Relationship Process.

Learning Objectives

Lorraine Hodges-Ramjit

PLATFORM ZOOM

VIRTUAL INSTRUCTOR-LED

REGISTER BY: 09 AUGUST 2022

12 AUGUST 2022

9AM-12NOON AST

$87 USD

FORMAT

DATE

TIME

COST

MEET YOUR FACILITATOR

Customer
Relationship
Management

Companies aim to win and keep customers.  

In this 3-hour workshop, you will explore the

customer relationship management (CRM)

process, gain a solid foundation of CRM

concepts and best practices, while

examining the tools and mechanisms for

maintaining customer satisfaction. 

TARGET AUDIENCE: ALL LEVELS OF THE ORGANISATION

Register Today with  your Supervisor/ Manager

Distinguish among the different types of customers.

Learn how to build and maintain long-lasting customer relationships.



PLATFORM ZOOM

VIRTUAL INSTRUCTOR-LED

REGISTER BY: 11 AUGUST 2022

16 AUGUST 2022

9AM-1PM AST

$101 USD

FORMAT

DATE

TIME

COST

Incorporate a multi-faceted leadership philosophy that will
significantly impact the lives of the people they lead.

Dissect their current leadership dilemmas through a structured
and measurable framework.

Broaden the lens through which they view the leadership
competencies of others.

Implement tools to improve their own leadership abilities.

Learning Objectives
MEET YOUR FACILITATORS

A Force Of Nurture

For more information visit  massylearninginstitute.com

Audra Mitchell

Expectations of 
A Massy Leader 

A signature course backed by the cumulative
experience of the Massy Group, this interactive
workshop explains and explores the five tenets of
this time-tested leadership model. Participants
will gain insight into how they lead personally and
professionally, identify opportunities for
improvement, and gain tools and concepts 
for mastery.

TARGET AUDIENCE: ALL PEOPLE LEADERS

Earl Boodasingh

Register Today with your Supervisor/Manager



 Recognise the linkages between goals and values in developing
priorities.

Create a template for evaluating your time management plan.

PLATFORM ZOOM

VIRTUAL INSTRUCTOR-LEDFORMAT

A Force Of Nurture

For more information visit  massylearninginstitute.com

Understand the importance of goals in time management.

Avoid the trap of procrastination by developing an appreciation
for planning.

Learning Objectives

Anderson Kellman

REGISTER BY: 16 AUGUST 2022

19 AUGUST 2022

9AM-1PM AST

$101 USD

DATE

TIME

COST

MEET YOUR FACILITATOR

Where Does
the Time Go?

Work should test us—not tax us. If you find yourself

struggling to keep up, you may need to consider

how well you are managing your time. We can help!

In this interactive programme, you will learn how to

take control of your time, capably balancing

information, expectations and responsibilities.

Acquire tools and strategies that will help you work

smarter, not harder, so that you can accomplish

your goals by (and even before) deadline.

TARGET AUDIENCE: ALL LEVELS OF THE ORGANISATION

A Look at Time
Management Strategies

Register Today with Your Supervisor/Manager



Have a deeper understanding of your individual strengths,
weaknesses and areas for improvement. 

Be fully aware of how you prefer to communicate and interact with
colleagues and the environment around you. 

Have a greater knowledge of the similarities and difference
between yourself and your colleagues.

Learning Objectives

Marjorie Wharton

PLATFORM ZOOM

VIRTUAL INSTRUCTOR-LED

REGISTER BY: 17 AUGUST 2022

22 & 23 AUGUST 2022

9AM-12NOON AST

$174 USD

FORMAT

DATE

TIME

COST

MEET YOUR FACILITATOR

A Force Of Nurture

For more information visit  massylearninginstitute.com

Understanding
Behavioural Intelligence

Understanding behaviours is a key skill in

improving your communication in and outside of

the workspace. In this 2-day programme, you will

explore your behavioural tendencies and

preferences, and how these preferences

influence your decision making, communication

style, working style, planning and flexibility. 

TARGET AUDIENCE: ALL LEVELS OF THE ORGANISATION

Register Today with your Supervisor/Manager



Use coaching as a performance improvement tool.

See coaching as a "behavioural bridge" that will guide persons from
inflexible command-and control leadership to servant leadership.

Positively impact the culture of the company through the power of
coaching conversations.

Use the tool of conversation to build trust and accountability within
their teams.

Start performance conversations in which they simultaneously
challenge and support. 

Learning Objectives

Earl Boodasingh

PLATFORM ZOOM

VIRTUAL INSTRUCTOR-LED

REGISTER BY: 18 AUGUST 2022

 23 & 24 AUGUST 2022

9AM-12NOON AST

$174 USD

FORMAT

DATE

TIME

COST

MEET YOUR FACILITATOR

A Force Of Nurture

For more information visit  massylearninginstitute.com

Coaching for
Performance

A great leader is a great coach; a great coach is a

great leader. Transform your leadership skills—

and your team’s performance—by becoming a

better, hands-on coach. This course will teach you

that coaching isn’t just an act—it’s a complete

culture of encouragement. Implement our tools

and philosophy and observe as your organization

embraces sweeping positive change.

TARGET AUDIENCE: ALL PEOPLE LEADERS

Register Today with your Supervisor/Manager

Distinguish between an accountability issue and an opportunity to
coach. 

Use appropriate tools and techniques to hold an effective coaching
conversation. 




